
New trendsin Bose-Einsteincondensation Exercise7

Collapse and reviv al of the condensate phase

1. A standard de�nition of the phase operator for a singlemode Bose�eld reads

ei� = (aya + 1)� 1=2a: (1)

(a) Write the matrix elements of ei� in the Fock basisjni .

(b) Give an explicit form for the commutators of ei� with its hermitian conjugate
(ei� )y and with the number operator n = aya. Is the ei� operator unitary ?

(c) Givea de�nition of the sin� and cos� operators. Are they hermitians? Evaluate
their commutator with the number operator and give a physical interpretation
of the result.

(d) Find the eigenvectors jei� i of the ei� operator. Choosing the standard normal-
ization h0jei� i = 1, prove the closurerelation:

Z
d� jei� ihei� j = 2� : (2)

Show that the state of the systemis univocally de�ned by the "wave function"
 (� ) = hei� j i . Determine the Hilbert spacespannedby the physically mean-
ingful wave functions  (� ) and identify a basisin terms of plane waves.

(e) Find an analytical form of the wave function  (� ) for the caseof a large am-
plitude coherent state j� i with j� j � 1. Discussits main properties (center of
mass,width, etc.).

2. Phase collapse and reviv al. Considerthe Hamiltonian:

H =
~�
2

n2: (3)

(a) Write the Schr•odingerequationdescribingthe time evolution of  (� ). Find the
eigenstatesand eigenenergies.Give a physical interpretation of the result.

(b) Study the time evolution of  (�; t) starting from a large amplitude coherent
state j� i with j� j � 1. Determine the characteristic time tbr for the spreading
of the initial wave packet (phasecollapse). Identify the instant t res at which the
wave packet �rst recovers its initial shape. What is the state of the systemat
the time t = t res=2 ?


